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After opening the package, please read the assembly instructions first.

・ Please be sure to read these assembly instructions to ensure safe use of the
product.

・ Keep these assembly instructions with the accessories so that they are readily
accessible to anyone who needs them after use.

Warning



Enclosure : 
VM6

PCB :
We recommend to use PS3/PS4 Fighting Board plus
for VM6, it is the most affordable PCB that works on 
PS4 and upgradable to PS5 with UP5 module.
Or you can use others Brook PCB :
•PS4+ Audio Fighting Board
•Wireless Fighting Board
•XB FIGHTING BOARD
•Universal Fighting Board※

※ please use the UFB version that have all connector 
soldered, 

If you use UFB without soldered pins like picture above, 
you won’t be able to perform the work in step 2, 
connecting the L3/R3/TP.

Wiring :
FIGHTING BOARD CABLE
If you are using Golden Lever, 
you will also need harness 
for Korean lever.

Pushbutton: 
30mm X 14pcs

Parts List to Build VM6 Controller



Step１

Prepare VM6.

Remove the 6 screws on the Bottom panel

with a Phillips screwdriver. And you get 
access to the internal.

The main body is fitted with 14 push-buttons 

30mm in total.

Top panel with 8 push buttons 30mm.

Place 3 push buttons on the left side and 

3 push buttons on the right side.



Step2

Connect the black wire to the button on the Right 
side.

Connect to the position shown in the photo.

Do not connect the terminal Black ① (not used)

Connect the 3color wires to the buttons on the left 
side.

From the top

Blue R3
Green Touch Pad
Pink L3

Use cable ties for clean wiring.

Connect the USB cable inside the main unit to 
the Fighting Board.

L3/Touch/R3 wiring on the Fighting Board

Attach the L3/Touch/R3 wires to the Fighting 
Board at the connector in the position shown 
in the photo, and then

Fix the PCB to the Mounting.

Pink L3

Green Touch

Blue R3

Black GND ①②③④

Black④

Blue

Black③

Green

Black②

Pink

Black①



Step3

FIGHTING BOARD CABLE Main Cable

Black wires are Ground, connect it to all 
8 buttons.

Connect it following order shown in the 
picture.

Attach the FIGHTING BOARD CABLE main cable 
to the connector in the photo position.

Attach the main cable to the connector in the 
position shown in the photo.

You can see that there is no wire on the 
leftmost side of the connector.

Connect carefully so as not to bend the pins 
on the board side.

Follow the same procedure as step 2.

Connect the Start/Share/Home wires to the 

buttons on the Left side

White Start/Option

Red Share/Select

Gray PS/Home

Black GND ①②③

Connect the black wire to the button on the 
right side

Connect to the position shown in the 
picture.

Use cable ties to keep the wires clean.

⑧ ⑦ ⑥ ⑤

① ② ③ ④

Black③
White

Black②
Red

Black①
Gray



Step4

FIGHTING BOARD CABLE Main Cable

Color wires are connected to the 8 buttons on 
the top panel

From right to left

Blue □
Red △
Gray R1
Purple L1

From right to left
Orange ×
Yellow 〇
Green R2

Black L2

Wires can be cleaned up by tying them together 
with a cable tie.

Check that all wires are connected properly to the buttons.

Double check to make sure that the color is correct, GND is not disconnected, etc.

Tie the wires together with a cable tie to keep them clean.

Purple Red

Gray Blue

Black Yellow

Green             Orange



Step5

パープル レッド
グレー ブルー

Installation of JLF lever, Golden lever and Iris WASD.

Plug the 5pin connector From Fighting Cable to the lever and Iris WASD, 
When using Golden Lever use the Korean Lever conversion cable .※
Note that the wiring color may be different for each manufacturer.

※

Wiring Example for Golden Lever using GL Harness form ASI.

After wiring, check and see if anything wrong using in-game practice mode, etc.

When all is good, put back the bottom panel and secure it using all 6 screws.

From this point forward, it is up to you to be creative.
You can change the parts to make it the most user-friendly for you.



Useful TIPS if you open and close your enclosure many times.

Loose the screws only halfway, and you should be able to remove the panels. This not only 
make the process 50% quicker, but it will also avoid damaging the existing threads in the 
frames.
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VM6 specifications and the contents of this assembly manual are subject to change without notice for product improvement.
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